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ABSTRACT

Kuban, Paul Albert. M.S.E.E. Purdue University. August 1989. A Noise
Cancellation Method for Improvement of Power Quality. Major Professor:
Gerald T. Heydt.
Chapter 1 of this thesis presents a discussion of common power system
disturbances, including a section on the causes and effects of harmonic distortion

Several standard methods for eliminating these disturbances are also dis-

cussed. In Chapter 2, a presentation of filter design techniques provides background information leading to the introduction of the proposed noise cancellation method. In the proposed circuit, the fundamental frequency component of
the input waveform is attenuated by the use of a band stop filter.. The remaining distortion component is then inverted and coupled to the original input
waveform by means of a series transformer. Chapter 3 presents a comparison
of the proposed method to a typical band pass filter, using both simulated data
and physical models, regarding such topics as frequency response, efficiency,
and effectiveness in reducing distortion.

I

CH A PTER I
P O W E R Q U A L IT Y A N D P O W E R C O N D IT IO N IN G

1.1 I n tro d u c tio n
Power quality, th at is, the maintenance of proper voltage and frequency of
an electric power source, is of concern to both the user and the utility
companies. This area has been extensively studied since the inception of the
central station concept of power distribution. In fact, according to the
Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI), over I billion dollars is spent by
the electric utility industry each year to maintain, enhance, and analyze power
quality in the United States [4']. Despite this expenditure, there is indication
th at the proliferation of power electronic devices will cause the industry to
make a further committment to the solution to power quality problems.
W ith the advent of solid-state technology, processing speeds vastly
increased and power requirements dwindled, making electronic equipment all
the more vulnerable to power supply disturbances. Fortunately, power
conditioning products kept pace and remained cost effective by making use of
solid-state controls and components. Today, power processing devices exist to
meet requirements as stringent as those specified for the United States Space
Shuttle.
T bis chapter defines some of the common power system disturbances and
examines the causes and effects of harmonic distortion, a growing concern for
power engineers. Some of the existing hardware for power conditioning and
harmonic reduction will then be described.
This thesis addresses one method of enhancing electric power quality. A
novel method is proposed for the cancellation of undersirable signals in the
supply voltage through the use of a parallel band stop filter and a series
potential transformer. The thesis contains a discussion of the design of such a
device, and its effectiveness.

1.2 P o w er q u a lity
In this section, several phenomena relating to electric power quality are
discussed:
jf* Disturbances^ Despite the noteworthy efforts of utilities to maintain a
clean supply, power system disturbances are common events. The
Consolidated Edison Company states th at a user on the 120/208 network could
expect to experience U voltage drop of 25 to 54 percent, three: to. six times-per
month [4]. Utility switching circuits, arc welders, air conditioners and solidstate devices are only a few of the sources o f harmonic distortion and electrical
disturbances. These disturbances can cause severe damage to computer power
supplies and also memory loss and data transmission errors, as well as a host of
other problems in sensitive equipment. Some common disturbances are listed
here, with definitions compiled by Mark Waller in Computer Electrical Power
Requirements'.
Blackout - An accidental or planned power loss over a wide region. System
failures, storms, and automobile accidents are some causes of blackouts.
Brownout - An undervoltage condition of long duration, usually hours or days
in length. Brownouts are sometimes planned as an energy conservation
measure, or they may be caused by heavy demand during peak hours.
Dropout - A total loss of voltage lasting from I millisecond up tb I second.
Utility switching operations are a typical cause of dropout.
-;'V '
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Impulse - A disturbance of the voltage Waveform for I millisecond or less.
Voltages can rise to thousands of Volts in a short time and it is not
unusual to have nanosecond range impulses of 400 to 500 volts on an
AG line. Impulses can be caused by utility switching, switching power
supplies, SCRs firing, welding equipment, and lightning.
\

~

Outage - A long term voltage loss caused by localized utility failure. In this
case, long term means I to 5 minutes. A local transformer failure or a
broken line would cause an outage.
Sags and Surges - A short term fluctuation in RMS voltage th at exceeds
established limits for less than 2.5 seconds. Some literature states th at a
surge is a 10 percent yariation above qr below standard limits. Typical
causes are load switching, air conditioners, disk drives, transformers,
and anything else th at draws large amounts of instantaneous current.

Transient - A transient is an event of non repetitive nature. In the jargon of
power, transient and impulse are used interchangeably, but the term
transient relates more to the intermittent occurrence of surges and sags.
Undervoltage and Overvoltage - A Auction in RMS voltage th at exceeds
established limits for more than 2.5 seconds. Undervoltage and
overvoltage conditions are measured as a function of slow averaged
RMS voltage.
ii, Sources of harmonics. When sinusoidal voltages are applied to linear
networks, Sinusoidal currents are produced. Harmonics are generated when
nonlinearities are encountered. Harmonics are periodic waveforms at
frequencies which are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. By use
of the Fourier series expansion, voltage and current may be expressed as
follows [5],
v(t) = E Vn cos(nw0t + $a)
- n=l.
i ( t) = S Inc°s(nc^t + 4>u)
where n can be referred to as the harmonic number, or the order of the
harmonic. In these expressions, the dc term is assumed to be absent (blocked
by the transformers). The fundamental frequency corresponds to n = l , the
second harmonic occurs at n = 2 , the third harmonic occurs at n = 3 , and so on.
The magnitude and order of the harmonics generated varies with the type of
device causing the distortion.
Transformer saturation is one of the most common nonlinearities in power
systems. All iron core devices have a saturation point at which a change in
voltage produces a disproportionate change in current. Because economic
considerations mandate that the transformer operate as close to saturation as
possible [6], a slight change in voltage may cause saturation and therefore,
harmonic distortion. Odd harmonics (3rd, 5th, 7th) are produced by
transformer saturation. As the harmonic order increases, the respective
magnitudes decrease rapidly, as shown in Figure 1.1 [6]. Olker magnetic
circuits such as motors and generators also produce odd harmonics when
saturated.
Arc furnaces and welders are transient loads which produce distortion
over a wide frequency range including harmonic signals and signals which are
hot integer multiples of the fundamental frequency [5].

HARMONIC CONTENT

HARMONIC N U M B K

Figure 1.1 Harmonic output of a typical saturated transformer.
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Figure 1.2 Flourescent lamp current distortion.

Gas discharge lighting, such as flourescent or mercury vapor lamps is yet
another source of harmonic distortion. Figure 1.2 shows the distorted current
waveform resulting from a voltage applied to a flourescent lamp [8].
Flourescent service accounts for over 70% of the demand at some substations
in New York City [19], a fact which illustrates one reason for concern over the
effects of harmonics.
Recent increase in the generation of harmonic distortion has been brought
about by the use of solid-state devices. As a cost-cutting measure, many
manufacturers are now using switching power supplies as opposed to the
cleaner-but more expensive-linear type. Ironically, most of the equipment
employing this technology is highly susceptible to its detrimental effects, such
as digital computers and microprocessor control circuits. The use of variable
speed motor drives, which use a rectifier bridge, is also on the rise as processing
plants attem pt to exercise more precise temperature control on cooling towers.
High voltage power converters used for direct current transmission are the
highest level source of harmonics. These devices use solid-state thyristors for
rectification and inversion of currents and voltages [5]. The switching action of
the thyristors causes a restriction in current flow, thereby producing the
nonlinearity in the circuit. The harmonics produced by power converters
depend on the configuration of the device. The orders of the characteristic
harmonics for a waveform with a pulse number p are pq + I where q is an
integer [9]. Therefore, the lowest order harmonic produced by a 12 pulse
converter will be of higher frequency than that produced by a 6 pulse
converter. The waveforms generated by 6 pulse and 12 pulse converters are
illustrated in Figure 1.3 and the harmonic content of each converter is shown
in Figure 1.4 [6]. Other applications of the power converter include electric
drive railroad systems [17] and cycloconverters [6].
Battery chargers, which are simply low-power rectifiers, and incandescant
light dimmers which are in common use today are also sources of harmonic
distortion.
' - ' T -Y
- v ■
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Effects of harmonic distortion. The substantial increase in nonlinear
loads resulting from recent technology in solid-state devices has prompted
widespread concern over the problem of power system harmonics. Harmonic
distortion has detrimental effects on devices ranging from digital controllers to
large induction motors, and also affects the proper operation of the power
system itself,
lit.

Harmonics can cause reactive power overload or dielectric breakdown
resulting in capacitor bank failure. Harmonic over-voltages can cause the
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Figure 1.3 Waveforms generated by 6 and 12 pulse converters.
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Figure 1.4 Theoretical harmonic content of converters.

breakdown o f cable insulation and failure of surge arrestors [12,6] Excessive
losses, and heating of induction and synchronous machines, and interference
with motor controllers are also caused by harmonic distortion. Littler [13]
tested several motors at 20% nominal distortion and found th at speed
variations of up to 6% were exhibited.
Harmonics interfere with power line carrier systems, disturbing the
operation of remote switching, load control and metering equipment, and cause
malfunction and errors ih induction KWH meters [12].
Telecommunication systems are adversely affected by power system
harmonics which are inductively introduced into their circuits [12].
When harmonic content is present, the mutual inductance between power
circuits increases a t harmonic frequencies, and losses due to higher current
requirements for Volt-Ampere support are increased substantially [7].
Mechanical oscillation of induction and synchronous machines and
unstable operation of firing circuits have also been reported as effects of
harmonic distortion [12].
Devices as common as a tape recorder or motor driven clock are also
affected. An average quality tape recorder tested by Littler [13] showed an
increase in audio distortion from 0 ;^ % to 0.35% resulted; from an increase in
power’ supply distortion from minimum to maximum. A change in audible
frequency also occurred, due to a change in motor speed. An electric clock was
then tested. At 20% distortion an increase of 14 seconds per hour was
observed.
Ample literature has been written on the subject of harmonics and the
previous discussion of the effects of harmonics is certainly not exhaustive.
More precise definitions of harmonics can be found in references [2,5] and
examinations of harmonic effects can be found in references [6,13,5,10].
1.3 P o w er c o n d itio n in g
In this section, several factors relating to power conditioning are discussed:
i. Grounding. T hem ostfundam entalconsideration fornoise reduction in
electronic equipment is proper grounding. Unfortunately, proper grounding is
often misunderstood or simply overlooked. Aside from introducing possible
safety hazards, improper grounding allows noise to circulate, resulting in
operational malfunction of sensitive equipment such as computers, disk drives,
and telecommunication circuits.

A common source of confusion is the difference between utility power
grounding and the signal grounding of electronic devices [4]. An earth ground
is used to provide a low-impedance path to ground for fault currents caused by
lightning or direct shorts. Any metal enclosure should be directly connected to
this earth ground. It is possible that by insulation failure Pr some other
malfunction th at a metal cabinet cohld become energized. If the cabinet is tied
to ground, it becomes a direct short and immediately trips the circuit breaker,
avoiding a potehtialiy serious shock hazard.
Providing a safe electrical environment does not guarantee a noiseless one.
Because the impedance of a conductor increases as its length increases, high
frequency noise may not be shunted through the ground conductor. The best
solution to this problem is the placement of a separately derived power source,
usually a transformer, as close to the equipment as possible. The NEC requires
a neutral to earth-ground bond on the secondary winding, which provides a
good reference and a low-impedance ground path, and when in close proximity
to the equipment, the shorter wiring should shunt a significant portion of the
high frequency noise.
,
Single point grounding is also essential in any equipment installation, to
prevent voltage differences from occurring between devices. Each device
should have a direct connection to the ground bus to avoid loops in which
noise current will flow. A common method for insuring good single-point
grounding is the use of the signal reference grid. This grid usually comes in
the form of raised computer-room flooring. Cabinets can be easily connected
to thisstructure, which is tied to the single-point ground.
Another method for eliminating noise in power supply lines and conduit is
the use of a transient suppression plate. Energy that is normally induced by
steel building members and pipes into conduit and wiring is suppressed by this
4’ by 4’ plate connected between the builcling steel and reference ground.
ii. Spark-gap devices. An inexpensive way to suppress transients on
power lines is the use of the spark-gap device, sometimes referred to as a
crowbar. These devices act like an bpen circuit under normal operating
voltage, but as the voltage across the gap increases to breakdown voltage,
conduction Occurs as an arc between the poles of the device. This conduction
then provides a low-impedance path to ground, shunting undesirable transient
surges away from sensitive equipment. One disadvantage of this type of device
is th at the equipment is left relatively unprotected during the voltage build-up
and during the time delay for conduction to take place, typically about 10
nanoseconds [4]. Another drawback is that the arcing action of these devices

can produce noise and harmonic distortion. Gas discharge tubes and lightning
arrestors are examples of spark-gap devices. Note th at spark-gap devices are
generally intended to be high energy devices and often inapplicable to usual
power quality problems.
Hi. Clamps. Clamping devices exhibit a nonlinear impedance as the
applied voltage or current changes. As transient voltage increases, the current
flow through the device results in voltage clamping. This effect is achieved
through the use of a solid-state P N junction. Avalanche diodes are normally
used for surge suppression in low power circuits such as logic circuits, and
respond quickly to fast rising impulses. The varistor is another example of a
clamping device.
Metal-oxide varistors or MOYs have a wide range of
applications and can handle larger voltages than Avalanche diodes. As was the
case for spark-gap devices, the inherent (and necessary) nonlinearities
associated with clamping diodes and varistors can introduce harmonies into the
power system.
in. Isolation transformers. An isolation transformer has no direct
conductive path
between the primary and secondary windings. An auto
transformer uses a continuous winding and therefore does not isolate the
output from the input. Most ordinary transformers will reduce noise, but
computer grade
isolation transformers are specifically designed to block
undesirable signals. Typical transformers pass high frequency noise because of
interwinding capacitance, which couples the primary to the secondary at high
frequencies. Computer-grade isolation transformers are wrapped with a sheet
of copper foil between each layer of windings. This electrostatic shield
effectively shunts noise to ground and significantly reduces the capacitance
between the windings. A capacitor between the secondary terminals of an
isolation transfo r m e r will also attenuate noise by functioning as a Ipw pass
filter. Although high-grade transformers satisfactorily reduce high frequency
noise, they do not compensate for low frequency sags and surges.
v.
Voltage regulators. Voltage regulators are commonly used to eliminate
sags and surges. Most electronic equipment utilizes internal voltage regulation
circuitry to compensate for AC ripple, but these circuits do not compensate for
large fluctuations in supply voltage magnitude. Numerous methods exist for
regulating line voltage. The following paragraphs describe several of these
methods.

The motor-operated variable-ratio auto transformer uses feedback from a
voltage sensor to drive an electric motor, which changes tap settings on a
continuous winding. As input voltage deviates from the reference, the tap
settings change to maintain a constant output voltage. The response time of
this device is fairly slow due to the mechanical action of the tap changing
motor, and Spikes can occur as contacts make and break between windirigs.
This device is illustrated in Figure 1.5 [4].
For high voltage three-phase applications, the variable-induction regulator
is sometimes used. The configuration of this device is much like a three-phase
motor, except that the rotor is only turned to adjust output voltage. This
rotor is coupled to an electric motor which receives its driving signal from a
voltage reference feedback loop at the output. As the rotor is turned, a phase
shift is generated that results in a subtraction from or addition to the line
voltage. Variable-induction regulators can have response times lasting tens of
cycles [4].
The ferrpresonant transformer or constant voltage transformer (CVT)
produces a constant output voltage for a fluctuating input voltage. Any
transformer, when saturated, Will regulate voltage since an increase in primary
current will no longer affect the secondary voltage. For standard power
transformers however, the primary current required for saturation is
impractically high, and as mentioned previously, a saturated magnetic circuit
produces harmonic distortion. The CVT is designed to operate in saturation,
but makes use of additional windings to cancel the generated harmonics. As
illustrated in Figure 1.6, the center core of a CVT contains an air gap which
presents a high reluctance at low primary current levels. An output capacitor
and the secondary winding become reSonant as current levels increase, causing
the air gap reluctance to decrease, resulting in saturation of the core. A
tertiary winding, called a neutralizing winding, inductively coupled to the
primary inverts and feeds back any harmonics: present in the secondary
thereby effectively cancelling the distortion. Because of this tuned resonant
circuit, ferroresonant transformers are sensitive to frequency variations. They
also exhibit poor efficiency for light loads, due to the excess flux circulating
through the air gap.
The most attractive voltage regulator on the market today is generically
called the ta,b-switching regulator. The device combines the attributes of
computer-grade isolation transformers with solid-state switching technology to
provide efficient, reliable, and effective voltage regulation. The operation of
tap-switchers is similar to that of the motor-controlled regulator except th a t
logic circuits drive silicon controlled rectifier switches to change tap settings on
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Figure 1.5 Motor-operated variable-ratio auto transformer regulator.
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Figure 1.6 Simplified ferroresonant transformer.
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the transformer. The switching circuitry may be designed to adjust voltage at
the primary or secondary winding, depending on the required response time
and the current applied to the SCRs. A significant disadvantage in the use of
tap-switching regulators, as with any solid-state device, is the production of
harmonic distortion.
vi. Motor-generator sets. Motor-generator (M-G) sets, as the name
implies, use a motor to turn a generator. This configuration provides isolation
from the utility power source, thereby eliminating power supply noise. Also,
the rotational inertia of the motor cushions sags and surges in the supply line
voltage, Either induction or synchronous motors may be used, each type
having advantages and disadvantages. Induction motors are the least costly
and offer good starting torque. However, the inherent slip in induction
machines causes the output RPM to be slightly lower than the rated value.
Because of this, a direct mechanical connection to the generator shaft will not
produce a 60 Hz generator output, and a gearing mechanism must be included
for compensation. Synchronous motors can be directly coupled to the
generator, but they exhibit very weak starting torque and usually require the
help of an auxiliary motor during start-up.
vii. Uninterruptible power systems. T h e m o s t widely used power
conditioning system is the uninterruptible power system, or UPS [4]. As
illustrated in Figure 1.7 [4], the main AC power source is converted to DC by a
rectifier. This DC power is used to drive an inverter and to charge a bank of
batteries which will automatically provide power for the inverter in the event
of main power failure. Switching circuits allow the user to bypass the UPS if
necessary, and many systems will perform this function automatically if
equipment malfunction is recognized. Like M-G sets and isolation
transformers, the UPS provides isolation from the main power source. A UPS
will compensate for sags and surges, and most importantly, for outages and
blackouts. Power is drawn from the batteries instantaneously as DC voltage
from the rectifier falls, due simply to the parallel connection of the battery
bank. Although the UPS provides a solution to many power conditioning
problems, they can be expensive for high-power applications and of course,
generate harmonic distortion with their rectifier and inverter circuits.

MANUAL
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BYPASS POWCP SOURCE

MAIN POWER 1
SOURCE AC
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TRANSFER
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Figure 1.7 Uninterruptible power system block diagram.
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viii.
Filters. Filters are used to reduce harmonic voltages and currents
and also provide some of the reactive power necessary for the operation of
converter systems. Filters can be divided into two basic categories-shunt and
series, depicted in Figure 1.8. A series filter is used to block harmonic currents
by presenting a high impedance at the harmonic frequencies. Series filters
must be designed to carry the full fundamental current and must be insulated
for full voltage to ground [9]. When used in conjunction with converter
circuits, shunt filters must be used in combination with series filters to provide
a low impedance path for the converter harmonics. While series filters absorb
reactive power, shunt filters supply it. Because shunt filters carry only the
harmonic current for which they are tuned and a smaller portion of the
fundamental current, they are less expensive than series filters.
The noise cancellation circuit proposed in this thesis required the design of
several filters. Therefore, the design considerations and procedures will be
discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.

18
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Figure 1.8 a) Shunt filter, b) Series filter.

2
F IL T E R D E SIG N AND T H E P R O P O S E D C IR C U IT
chapter

2.1 L o w p a s s filte rd e s ig n
The ideal low pass filter is characterized by no attenuation in the pass
band and infinite attenuation above the cut-off frequency, as depicted in Figure
2.1 [2]. The frequency response of a practical filter approximates this ideal,
with the accuracy of the approximation depending on the filter type, the
element Q values, and the order of the filter. Typical response curves for
Butterworth and Tchebychev filters are illustrated in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 [2].
Although the Butterworth filter provides flat response in the pass band, the
attenuation at cut-off is relatively poor. Conversely, the Tchebychev response
shows a steep descent into the stop band, but contains ripples in the pass bandThe performance of Tchebychev filters is theoretically better than th at of the
ButterWorth type, but Butterworth filters are more commonly used because
they are less expensive to construct and their response is less critically affected
by element Q.
An ideal inductor exhibits no resistance in series with the coil. An ideal
capacitor is characterized by an infinite resistance in parallel with the
capacitive element. Consequently, these are lossless components. Obviously,
these ideal devices are not realizable and practical elements must be used in
the filter design. Element Q is essentially a measure of how accurately an
inductor or capacitor approximates the ideal. The quality factor, Q is defined
as oJL/R and RcuC for inductors and capacitors, respectively, where R is the
effective resistance of the device and CUis the operating frequency in radians per
second. The ideal elements provide infinite Q, but only finite Q is attainable
for practical components. High values of Q are typical for capacitors, whereas
inductors usually exhibit poor Q due to the excessive resistance in the
windings.
To avoid dealing with calculations that involve assorted powers of 10 and
27T, filters are usually designed for Ifl terminations and with a cut-off frequency
cu = I. These normalized designs are then scaled in impedance and frequency
to match the required specifications [2]. A typical normalized low pass
Butterworth design is shown in Figure 2.4 [2]. To scale the impedance by a
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Figure 2.1 Ideal low pass filter frequency response.
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Figure 2.2 Low pass Butterworth frequency response.
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Figure 2.3 Low pass Tchebychev frequency response.
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Figure 2.4 Normalized low pass Butterworth prototype.
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factor of k, all inductance and resistance values are multiplied by k, and each
capacitance value is divided by k. This impedance scaling has no effect on the
shape of the frequency response curve. To adjust the cut-off frequency from u)
to oj} inductance and capacitance values are multipied by oj/ oj.
As an example, suppose ih a t the Efutterworth prototype was to operate
with a 100 Cl term ination and have a cut-off frequency of CU?= 377 radians per
second (60 Hertz). Then the new coEnponont values are given by:
r' b

kR =

100

(I) =T oo O .

l ! = k(cu/cJ)L = 100(1/^77)2 - 530.5 mH
C' - (l/k)(cu/cJ)C

'

(1/100)(1/377)1 = 26.53 pF

The new cut-off frequency is given by the resonance of the two capacitors in
series with the inductor or:
X ■- "'
.
cuc = 1 / V h C = l / V (530.5X10- 3 )(26.53 x 10_6)/2 = 377 r/s .
The design procedure allows the designer to develop a normalized
prototype to meet performance requirements such as required Q and stop band
attenuation, then scale the prototype without affecting the performance.
However, this method is not always acceptable as demonstrated by the
somewhat impractical value calculated for L in the previous example.
2.2 T ra n s fo rm a tio n s to h ig h pass, b a n d p ass, a n d b a n d sto p filters
Any low pass filter design can be transformed into a high pass filter using
a simple inversion technique. As shown in Figure 2.5 [2], each capacitor in the
low pass filter is replaced by an inductor of value 1/C. Each inductor is
replaced by a capacitor of value 1/L. The result is a high pass filter exhibiting
the same cut-off frequency and stop band attenuation characteristics as the
original low pass filter.
The transformation to band pass and band stop filters is equally as simple.
In transforming from low pass to band pass, an inductor is connected in
parallel with each capacitor, and a capacitor is added in series with each
inductor. A band stop filter is formed by adding a series inductor to each
capacitor and a parallel capacitance to each inductor. In either case, each LC
pair is chosen to resonate at the cut-off frequency, given by fc = l/(27rV L C ).
These transformation procedures are illustrated in Figure 2.6.

.;■* -

.

- ;•?,
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Figure 2.5 Low pass to high pass filter transformation.

.B A M D P A S S

LOW PASS

BAND STO P

Figure 2.6 Transformation to band pass and band stop filters.

2.3 B an d pass design
Tn this thesis, a proposed method for power quality improvement using a
noise cancellation technique is introduced. To compare the proposed noise
reduction circuit to standard filtering techniques, a band pass filter was
designed. Using the transformation procedure discussed in the previous
section, an eighth order Butterworth design was implemented (see Figure 2.7).
Because this device Would be used in power conditioning applications, a 60
Hertz cut-off frequency Was required. A typical value for the capacitance was
then selected at 200 juF. The value for the inductance was then determined by
the resonance formula: fc = 1/(27A / l C ) or L — (l/27rfc)2/C = 35.18 mH.
In order to evaluate the response of the filter when constructed with
fealistic components, resistance was added in series with each inductor and in
parallel with each capacitor. A Ifl resistor in series with an inductor of 35.18
mH provides a Q value equal to (JLfR = 13.26. The Q value given by a 500K
fi resistor in parallel with a 200 mF capacitor is wRC = 37700. Both of these
Q values are reasonable, and therefore the design is acceptable, aside from
considering source and termination resistance which will be discussed in the
following chapter..
2.4 P ro p o sed N oise C ancellation C ircu it
. In [1], a harmonic reduction technique proposed by Sasaki and Machida is
presented. This scheme, depicted in Figure 2.8 [l], makes: usevof a; tertiary
transformer winding to sample the incoming signal. This signal is subsequently
■filtered, amplified, inverted, and then added to the original signal, thereby
effectively cancelling the harmonic content. The disadvantage of this technique
for use in power systems is readily apparent in that the pOWer required to drive
the amplifier would severely degrade the efficiency of the system. The cost of
the components used in the high power amplifier might also be prohibitive.
However, this concept of noise cancellation has merit, and a passive method of
employing this technique could be beneficial.
The proposed passive noise cancellation method is illustrated in Figure
2.9. In this circuit, a parallel band stop filter is used to attenuate the 60 Hertz
input signal component. The remaining noise and harmonic signals are passed
to a transformer which couples the noise to the input. The proper transformer
polarity provides the inversion of thenoise:signal with A spect to the Original
signal, which results in the cancellation of any noise present in the original
input waveform.
The band stop filter was designed using the transformation technique
discussed previously. The component values were chosen to equal those used m
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Figure 2.7

Eighth-order bend pass filter circuit for simulations - C - 200 /iP
L = 35.18 mil, R l = i n , R 2 = 5 0 0 Kfi.
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Figure 2.8 Sasaki-Machida harmonic current injection method
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Figure 2.9 Proposed noise cancellation circuit block diagram.
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the band pass design to ensure an equitable comparison between the two
methods. The complete circuit is shown in Figure 2.10.
A band pass filter, when used for noise reduction, is placed in series with
the load. Thus, the filter components are required to carry full load current
and they must be insulated to full line voltage. In the proposed noise
cancellation circuit, quite the opposite is true: the band stop filter used to
extract the noise is placed in a shunt configuration. Because the band stop
filter is in parallel with the load rather than in series, the components will not
carry full load current as in the case of a series band pass filter. Thus, it is
possible th at the proposed circuit could be designed using components with
lower Volt-Ampere ratings, therefore reducing the expense. Also, the decrease
in resistive losses would result in a more efficient system.
A comparative analysis of the performance of the proposed circuit versus
that of a standard band pass filter is conducted in the following chapter.

Figure 2.10 Eighth-order noise cancellation circuit for simulations
C = 200/iF, L - 35.18 mH, R l = i n , R2 = 500 Kfi.

-

CH A PTERS
COlVlPARATTVE AN ALYSIS O F T H E T E S T C IR C U IT S

3.1 In tro d u c tio n
This chapter presents several comparisons between the proposed noise
cancellation circuit and a typical band pass filter based on data obtained from
computer simulations and physical models. A brief explanationof SPICE, the
simulation method used, is provided.
The proper filtering operation of each circuit is verified by the Use of
frequency response curves. The maximum Volt-Ampere values applied to each
' circuit component in eighth-order and sixth-order configurations are compared.
A qualitative comparison of the response of each circuit to various inputs is
conducted using SPICE generated plots, and this analysis is quantified by the
use of a fast Fourier transform routine. To gain further insight into the
operation of the proposed circuit, the effect of varying transformer parameters
on total harmonic distortion (THD) levels is noted.
In the final section, the response of the physical models is observed.
3.2 C ircu it sim u la tio n m e th o d
One of the most reliable circuit simulation programs available today is
SPICE, originally developed by Dr. Lawrence Nagel at the University of
California-Berkeley. SPICE is used extensively in nonlinear dc, nonlinear
transient, and linear ac analyses, and is often considered the industry standard.
Because it is highly reputable, widely accepted, and relatively easy to use,
SPICE was chosen to simulate the circuits under consideration.
Some examples of SPICE input files are listed in Appendix A. Circuit
configurations are represented in a data file th at includes the name of each
component (Rlj L5, VI), the component values (10 0 , 35 mH, 10V), and the
nodes at which each component is connected. This file also includes statements
to direct the type of analysis performed (ac, transient) and to specify the
output format. Upon execution, the file is input to SPICE and an admittance
matrix is formed [15]. Using an iterative Newton-Raphson technique, the
program solves for the voltage at each node and the current through each

independent voltage source. The user-specified values are then output to a
second file in either printed or plotted form.
The mainframe version of SPICE currently available at Purdue University
(Version 2G) plots output data using asterisks to forth the shape of the
waveform. Consequently, these graphs lack resolution and are inadequate for
use in a strict analysis. To alleviate this problem, a Fortran program called
"fspq" was written to process the SPICE output data. The SPICE program is
directed to print, rather than plot, the output data. The desired values are
then written to the output file in a columnar ASCII format. Upon execution,
the 'Tspq" program searches the SPICE output file for the printed data values,
ignoring the inherent comment lines and data headings, then creates a file for
the independent variable (time, frequency) and a separate file for each specified
node voltage or branch current. The filenames are formed by a concatenation
of the SPICE output filename and an appropriate suffix of ".x" for the
independent variable and ".yl", ".y2",...,".yn" for the dependent variables,
where "n" is the number of different variables printed by SPICE, up to a
maximum of eight which is the SPICE limit. The d a ta can then be accurately
plotted using the UNIX qplot function. A complete listing of the program is
provided in Appendix B.
3.3. F re q u en c y a n d p h a s e resp o n se
Eighth-order circuit configurations of a 60 Hertz band pass filter and the
proposed noise cancellation circuit were shown in the previous chapter. (For
convenience, the proposed circuit will henceforth be referred to as the "IBS"
circuit, derived from its "inverted band stop filter" configuration.)
To validate the correct operation of the circuits under consideration,
frequency response graphs were generated. These curves are shown in Figure
3.1. As expected, the band pass filter exhibits a narrow pass band centered at
60 Hertz, and also provides greater than 7.5 dB attenuation in the stop band.
The pass band of the IBS circuit contains an extremely narrow lobe centered at
60 Hertz, and another lobe centered around HO Hertz. Fortunately, the
descent into the stop band is quite steep, providing an attenuation of 13 dB
down at the critical third harmonic frequency, 180 Hertz, and over 40 dB down
at 660 Hertz.
Subsequently, both circuits were reduced to the sixth-order configuration
illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. As shown in Figure 3.4, this alteration had
no appreciable effect on the frequency response of either circuit.
As a note of interest, effective noise cancellation in the IBS circuit required
minimal phase delay in the band stop filter. As shown in Figure 3.5, the band
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Sixth-order band pass filter circuit for simulations - C = 200 /iF,
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Figure 3.5 Phase response of band stop filter.

stop design meets this requirement within the range of harmonic frequencies.
This type of filter was chosen because of its linear phase characteristics. Also
note th at the reduction to a sixth-order configuration did not degrade the
phase response. ■ . ■
3.4 M a x im u m c o m p o n e n t V o lt-A m p ere co n su m p tio n an d efficiency
The initial incentive to develop the IBS circuit was based on the
probability th at the components of the band stop filter would carry relatively
lower current, due to the parallel connection. This decrease in current would
allow for the use of smaller and possibly less expensive components.
SPICE simulations were used to find the voltage and current applied to
each component in the eighth-order circuits. For simplicity, the input voltage
source was set at 1.0 Volt, and the circuits were terminated with a TQ load
resistance, representing full load in per unit quantities. From several
simulations conducted with various source resistance values, it was determined
th a t source resistance had no measurable effect on the operation of the circuits.
Thus, source resistance was set to zero. The maximum Volt-Ampere values
were then found and are summarized in Table 3.1. Unfortunately, the
components in the IBS circuit consumed a net Volt-Ampere value roughly
twice th at the of the band pass filter elements. From this fact, it is apparent
th at the initial expectations were inaccurate. However, the same analysis on
the sixth-order circuits provides more encouraging data. As shown in Table
3.2, the IBS components are subjected to a total Volt-Ampere value of
approximately 20% less than the band pass components. This 20% savings
could amount to a significant cost reduction (excluding the additional cost of
the series transformer) and a possible extension of component life.
One concern of power engineers is the efficiency of a system. The typical
objective is to supply maximum available power to the load and minimum
power to any intermediate circuitry. Percent efficiency is defined as
Average power out
X 100 = % efficiency
Average power in
with 100% being the optimum case. Average power is given by
Vv max I1Inax
ave

Cos9

Efficiency values were calculated for the IBS and band pass circuits at
various levels of termination resistance. As shown in Table 3.3, the IBS circuit
exhibits poor efficiency, most likely due to losses in the series transformer
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winding. These results suggest th at the IBS circuit might be better suited to
low power applications where efficiency is not a principal consideration. Note
that the IBS circuit studied employs a series transformer with a resistance of
in . A considerable improvement in efficiency may be attained by reducing
this resistance.
Table 3.3 Efficiency at various load resistance values.

LOAD RESISTANCE (fi)
0.01
I ■
10
100
1000

BAND PASS (% EFF.)

IBS (% EFF.)

6.80
45.14
82.86
50.51
8.20

0.83
4.84
4.30
0.78
0.09

3.5 C irc u it resp o n se to v a rio u s d is to rtio n in p u ts
In this section, the sixth-order circuits depicted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are
subjected to various distortion inputs. The output of each circuit is plotted
versus time to provide a qualitative comparison between the IBS circuit and
the band pass filter. These time domain waveforms are then converted to
frequency domain using a fast Fourier transform program. Total harmonic
distortion can then be calculated, which provides for a numerical comparison.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the response of each circuit to a I Volt, 60 Hertz
input. The input waveform is shown in Figure 3.6a, and the output waveforms
for the band pass filter and the IBS circuit are shown in Figure 3.6b and
Figure 3.6c, respectively. Each simulation was carried to six cycles, or 0.1
seconds for the 60 Hertz input signal which was adequate for evaluating the
steady-state response of the circuits. Both circuits responded accurately,
exhibiting a 60 Hertz output sinewave for the 60 Hertz input. However, it can
be noted from the Figures th a t the IBS output voltage level readies a
maximum of only 0.1436 Volt for the 1.0 Volt input, which would necessitate
the use of an additional transformer to step-up the voltage at the output.
Referring again to the frequency response curves in Figure 3.4, the IBS
response contains a minimum occurring near 60 Hertz, where the output
voltage is roughly half of the input. This situation could be easily alleviated
by centering the band stop filter at a lower frequency, thereby shifting the
response curve to the left. The best solution would be to move the right-most
lobe to 60 Hertz, forcing the minimum to occur slightly below 60 Hertz.
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Figure 3.6 Circuit response to 60 Hertz input.
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Presently, the concern relates to the elimination of input distortion. Thus, the
cited modification will not be examined further, and the remaining analyses
will be performed with the given sixth-order circuit.
An input voltage consisting of 1.0 Volt at SO Hertz and 0-1 Volt at 180
Hertz is shown in Figure 3.7a. A visual inspection of the output response in
Figures 3.7b and 3.7c neither qualitatively nor quantitatively assesses
distortion. Taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of these waveforms
resolves this dilemma.
The frequency domain representation of the input and corresponding
outputs are shown in Figure 3.8. The graphs show a large peak at the
fundamental frequency of 377 radians/second (27T»60 Hertz), and a smaller
peak at the third harmonic frequency of 1131 radians/second (27t*180 Hertz).
Total harmonic distortion is defined as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the magnitudes at harmonic frequencies divided by the square of the
magnitude a t the fundamental frequency,

THD

V

S h 2 -f- h | +

+ h 2n

where hi, h 2 ,—hn correspond to the peak magnitudes at the harmonic
frequencies and f is the peak value at the fundamental frequency. Using this
relationship, the total harmonic distortion contained in the input, Figure 3.8a,
is calculated as follows
The magnitude at 180 Hertz = F1 ■=' 12.746
The magnitude at 60 Hertz == f = 127.460

THD

V:
V

(12.746)2
= 0.1 = 10 %
(127.460)2

This value can also be calculated directly from the known input voltages
THD

( 0 . 1)2

10% ,
(1-0)2
which validates the accuracy of the fast Fourier transform program.
An inspection of Figure 3.8 clearly shows a greater reduction of distortion
in the IBS circuit than that in the band pass filter. Numerical calculations
show output THD levels of 4.32% for the band pass filter and 1.7% for the IBS
circuit.
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Figure 3.7 Circuit response to third harmonic distortion.
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Figure 3.8 FFT of third harmonic distortion response.

In Chapter I, the harmonic content of a saturated transformer was
represented in Figure 1,1* As in the case of the transformer, harmonics in
power systems typically exhibit decreasing magnitude with an increase in
frequency. This behavior was emulated in several simulations. In the previous
comparison, 10% THD at 180 Hertz was present in the input signal. Table 3.4
summarizes the result for input signals containing THD levels of 10% at 180
Hertz, 7.1% at 300 Hertz, 4.5% at 420 Hertz, and 3.2% at 660 Hertz. These
frequencies correspond respectively to the harmonic orders of 3,5,7,11 (note
that ninth harmonic distortion is never present in power systems). In every
case, the IBS circuit performed considerably well, exhibiting output distortion
levels ranging from 60 to 90 percent below those of the band pass filter.
To provide a satisfactory visual demonstration, one simulation was
performed using an excessive amount of distortion at various harmonic
frequencies. The input signal was composed of 1.0 Volt at 60 Hertz, 0.3 Volt
at 180 Hertz, 0.2 Volt at 300 Hertz, 0.14 Volt at 420 Hertz, and 0.09 Volt at
660 Hertz. These combined voltages result in an input THD level of
approximately 40%. As shown in Figure 3.9, significant distortion is present in
the band pass filter output. Remarkably, no distortion is noticeable in the IBS
circuit output. This observation is quantified by the use of the FFT
representation, depicted in Figure 3.10. Approximately 23% total harmonic
distortion is present in the band pass filter output, while only about 5% is
present in the output of the IBS circuit. The precise values are listed in Table
''3.4; \
.

Table 3.4.

>

INPUT DISTORTION
LfeVEL (%)FREQUENCY (Hz]
10.0
7.1
4.5
3.2
39.7

.

.

"

'

•

-

'

•

.

THD output at various input levels for sixth-order circuits.

180
300
420
660
COMBINED

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION OUT { % )
BANDPASS

IBS CIRCUIT

4.32
3.44
1.61
0.83
22.90

1.70
0.31
0.18
0.20
5.46

Figure 3.11 illustrates the response of each circuit to a transient pulse.
Once again the IBS circuit effectively removed the pulse, but it was passed to
the output of the band pass filter. The considerable improvement in THD
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Figure 3.9 Circuit response to multiple harmonic distortion.
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Figure 3.11 Circuit response to pulse input.
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reduction and transient rejection provided by the IBS circuit evidently make it
a viable alternative to the conventional filter.
The previous simulations were conducted using an ideal transformer in the
IBS circuit. The inductance of the primary and secondary windings was set at
1.0 H, and the coefficient of coupling, "K", was fixed at unity. These
parameters were subsequently varied to observe their effect on THD reduction.
Using the combined distortion input illustrated in Figure 3.9a, the
distortion in the IBS circuit output was found for several values of transformer
winding inductance ranging from 1.0 mH to 1.0 E Output THD was then
graphed yersus winding inductance as shown in Figure 3.12. The graph
indicates that there is a critical minimum winding inductance of 50 mH (for
the I Volt input and I H resistive load conditions). The location of this
minimum leakage inductance depends on the other circuit values. However,
for typical circuit values, the minimum leakage inductance requirement is
readily met by conventional power transformers.
A difficulty does arise when the coupling coefficient is reduced. The
response of the IBS circuit to the combined distortion input, with transformer
coupling coefficients of 0.99, 0.95, and 0.90 is graphed in Figure 3.13. The
circuit still removes nearly all of the harmonic distortion, but the output
voltage level is considerably reduced; A steady state sine wave is produced for
K = 0.99. However, for K = 0.95 and K = 0.90 amplitude distortion of the
output waveform occurs. Some toroidal transformers exhibit coupling
coefficients th at approach unity, but obviously no practical transformer K
equals unity. Augmenting this difficulty is the fact that toroidal transformers
usually require custom manufacturing and are therefore relatively expensive.
A transformer is modeled in SPICE using two mutual inductances, with a
coefficient of coupling K. This over-simplified model may be a possible cause
of the amplitude deviation. The accuracy of the SPICE transformer model
and the practical operation of the IBS circuit will be evaluated Using physical
models in the following section.
3.6 E x a m i n a t i o n of the physical m o d e l s
The sixth-order IBS circuit was constructed on bread-board using the
following components:
(3) Nytronics inductor, 47 mH, resistance (dc) = 1.1 0
(3) Sprague capacitor, 150 m F, 25 Volt

OUTPUT THD

£ 8 .7300 -

WINDING INDUCTANCE <*H>

Figure 3.12 THD versus winding inductance for the IBS circuit.
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Figure 3.13 IBS response with variation in coupling coefficient.

(I)

Criterion transformer, HO V primary, 10 V dual secondaries.

The inductance value of 35.18 mH used in the previous simulations was
not readily available and would have required custom manufacturing.
Therefore, a 47 mH inductor was chosen, and a capacitance value of 150 /jF
was then required for resonance at 60 Hertz
= 59.94 Hertz .
2 ttV

l

C

2 ttV

(4 7 x 1 0 " 3 )(1 5 0 x 1 0 " 6)

The construction of the IBS circuit also required a transformer with a 1:1
turns ratio. This turns ratio is common in audio and RF coupling
transformers, but is unconventional for transformers operating at low
frequencies in power circuits. To avoid custom manufacturing, a transformer
with dual secondaries was selected. The equivalent number of turns in the
secondary windings provides the required 1:1 turns ratio, and the parallel
winding configuration provides effective coupling. Thus, the circuit was
constructed using the two secondary windings as the 1:1 transformer, and the
primary winding was not connected. A sixth-order band pass filter was built
using identical capacitors and inductors.
The objective of the section is to show th at the IBS circuit reduces
distortion, as suggested by the simulation results. A complete re-creation of
the previous simulations would be redundant and unproductive. Therefore, to
evaluate the circuit, a signal of I Volt peak-peak at 60 Hertz was used for the
fundamental component of the input and a signal of 0.5 Volt peak-peak at
varying harmonic frequencies was used as the distortion component. The input
signals were supplied by HP3310A function generators and the input and
output waveforms were displayed on the HP54501A digitizing oscilloscope
equipped with a printer which provided a "hard-copy" of the display.
The response of the IBS circuit and the conventional bandpass filter to
third harmonic distortion is shown in Figure 3.14. As in all of the remaining
oscillographs, the input is displayed in the top trace (500 mV/div) and the
output is displayed in the bottom trace (IBS-200 mV/div, Band Pass-500
mV/div). As predicted by the simulations, the IBS circuit adequately removed
the distortion, while the bandpass filter failed to perform effectively. Also note
th at the amplitude of the IBS output is 0.256 Volt, which somewhat correlates
with the simulation, but that the bandpass filter also reduces the 1.0 Volt
input to 0.523 Volt at the output. This result suggests th a t a step-up
transformer would be required at the output of bandpass filter, as well as the
IBS circuit.
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Figure 3.14 Physical model response to third harmonic distortion.

Several more tests were performed at the fifth, seventh, and eleventh,
harmonic frequencies with similar outcomes: the IBS circuit performed well
and the bandpass filter was ineffective. The results are depicted in Figures 3.15
through 3.17. As shown in Figure 3.18, distortion becomes apparent in the IBS
output waveform at input distortion levels of 80% and 100%. Finally, Figure
3.19 demonstrates the effectiveness of the IBS circuit in removing ramp and
pulse distortion from the 60 Hertz input signal-
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CHA PTER 4
C O N C LU SiO N S A N D R E C O M M E N D A T IO N S

4.1 C onclusions
Chapter I of this thesis presented a discussion of common power system
disturbances, including a section on the causes and effects of harmonic
distortion. Several standard methods for eliminating these disturbances were
also discussed. In Chapter 2, a presentation of filter design techniques
provided background information leading to the introduction of the IBS
(circuit. Chapter 3 provided the bulk of the pertinent information by
presenting a comparison of the IBS circuit and a conventional band pass filter,
using both simulated data and physical models. The following conclusions can •
be drawn from this chapter:
(i)

the IBS circuit functions as a narrow band pass filter,

(ii) at full load resistance, the IBS filter components consume less total power
than the band pass filter components, allowing a reduction in component
size,
(iii) the series transformer connection causes the IBS circuit to operate
inefficiently as compared to the band pass filter,
(iv) the performance of the IBS circuit in reducing distortion is far superior to
the performance of the band pass filter, especially when excessive
harmonic distortion or transients are applied.
Based on these conclusions, the IBS circuit is best suited for a low power,
high distortion environment and it may have commercial applications in this
area.
4.2 R eco m m en d atio n s
This thesis provided simulated and experimental comparisons of the IBS
circuit to a Butterworth band pass filter. The analyses were conducted using
voltage source inputs and purely resistive loads. Accordingly, the following
recommendations for additional research are offered:

(i)

compare the IBS circuit to filter types other than Butterworth and to
additional power conditioning hardware with similar function such as the
isolation transformer,

(ii) perform a mathematical analysis to obtain a standard design procedure,
(iii) examine the response of the IBS circuit to current distortion,
(iv) examine the effect of inductive and capacitive loads on the performance of
the IBS circuit, as compared to other filtering methods,
(v) examine alternatives to improve the IBS circuit efficiency including
reduction of the series transformer resistance.
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A p p en d ix A

The SPICE circuit simulator was used to analyze the proposed noise
cancellation method. Several examples of SPICE input files are listed in the
following pages.

Frequency Response - 8th order band pass filter
VIN I OAC I
VHM 2 I ACO
*
V3 2 3 DC 0
R3 3 4 1
L i 4 0 35.18M
V5 2 5 DC 0
R5 5 6 I
C l 6 0 200U
*
V7.2 7 DC 0
R7 7 8 I
C2 8 9 2O0U
L2 9 14 35.18M
VlO 2 10 DC 0
RlO 10 11 I
C3 11 14 200U
V12 2 12 DC 0
R12 12 13 I
L3 13 14 35.18M
*
V15 14 15 DC 0
R15 15 16 I
L4 16 0 35.18M
V17 14 17 DC 0
R17 17 18 I
C4 18 0 200U
*
V19 14 19 DCO
RL 19 OlM EG
.AC DEC 20 I 660
.PR IN TA C V(19)I(V19)
.END
.

.

Pulse Response —- Bandpass Filter @ 60 Hz w / I ohm R ’s
vin I 0 sffmfO I 60 0 0)
VHM 2 I PULSE(0 .2 4.175M 0 0 .5M 0)
*
* note: leg zI removed for comparison w/invbs
*
*v3 2 3 dc 0
*r3 3 4 I
*11 4 0 35.18m
*v5'2 5 dc 0
*rcl 5 0 500k
*cl 5 0 200u
*
v7 2 7 dc 0
rc2 7 8 500k
c2 7 8 200u
128 9 35.18m
r2 9 14 I
VlO 2 10 dc 0
rc3 10 14 500k
c3 10 14 200u
vl2 2 12 dc 0
rl2 12 13 I
13 13 14 35.18m
vl5 14 15 dc 0
rl5 15 16 I
14 16 0 35.18m
vl7 14 17 dc 0
rc4 17 0 500k
c4 17 0 200u
vl9 14 19 dc 0
rl 19 0 1
.options Iim pts= 1000 reltol=.0001
.tran .000260416 .1
.print tran v(19) i(vl9) v(2)
.end

Pulse Response — IBS circuit w / I ohm R ’s
vin I 0 sffmfO I 60 0 0)
VHM 2 1 PULSE (0 .2 4.175M 0 0 .5M 0)
* note: zl leg removed
*v3 2 3 dc 0
*r3 3 4 I
*11 4 5 35.18m
*rcl 5 0 500k
*cl 5 0 200u
*

v6 2 6 dc 0
re: 6' 7 l
13 7 13 35.18m
v8 2 8 dc 0
rc3 8 13 500k
c3 8 13 200u
vlO 2 10 dc 0
rlO 10 11 I
12 11 12 35.18m
rc2 12 13 500k
c2 12 13 200u
vl4 13 14 dc 0
rl4 14 15 I
14 15 16 35.18m
rc4 16 0 500k
c4 16 0 200u
rl7 13 17 I
rl8 2 18 I
Itl 19 18 I
112 20 17 1
k l Itl lt2 I
v20 20 0 dc 0
*
v21 19 21 dc 0
rl 21 0 I
.options Iimpts=IGOO reltol=.0001
.tran .000260416 .1
.print tran v(2l) i(v2l) v(2)
-,end:; .p.

. .

.

■

Combined distorion input - IBS circuit
VIN I § SFFMto I 60 0 0)
VHM 2 24 SFFMfO .3 180 0 0)
VH2 22 I SFFMfO .2 300 0 0)
VH3 23 22 SFFMfO .14 420 0 0)
VH4 24 23 SFFMfO .09 660 0 0)
* '
* NOTE: Zl LEG REMOVED
-

*

■

*V3 2 3 DC 0
*R3 3 4 1
*L1 4 5 35.18M
*RC1 5 0 500K
*C1 5 0 200U
*
V6 2 6 DC 0
R6 6 7 I
L3 7 13 35.18M
V8 2 8 DC 0
R C 38 13 500K
C3 8 13 200U
VlO 2 10 DC 0
RlO 10 1 1 1
L2 11 12 35.18M
RC2 12 13 500K
C2 12 13 200U
*
V14 13 14 DC 0
R14 14 15 I
L4 15 16 35.18M
RC4 160 500K
C4 16 0 200U
*
R17 13 17 I
R18 2 18 I
LTl 19 18 I
LT2 20 17 I
K 1L T 1L T 2.90
V20 20 0 D C 0
*
V21 19 21 DC 0
RL 21 0 I
.OPTIONS L IM PT S=1500 RELTO L= .0001
.TRAN .000260416 .2
.PRINT TRAN V(21) I(V2l) V(2)
.END

A p p e n d ix B

The following program was used to process the SPICE output data. The
SPICE program is directed to print, rather than plot, the output data. The
desired values are then written to the output file in a columnar ASCII format.
Upon execution, the "fspq" program searches the SPlCE output file for the
printed data values, ignoring the inherent comment lines and data headings,
then creates a file for the independent variable (time, frequency) and a separate
file for each specified node voltage or branch current. The filenames are
formed by a concatenation of the SPICE output filename and an appropriate
suffix of ".x" for the independent variable and ".yl", !'.y2",...,".yn" for the
dependent variables, where "n" is the number of different variables printed by
SPICE, up to a TnflViTm m n of eight which is the SPICE limit. The data can
then be accuractely plotted using the UNIX qplot function. A complete listing
of the program is provided in the following pages.

C234567

c
c
c
c

Paul A; Kuban

"fspq.f"-----rev 3.00, 03-09-89 -

dimension xy(1000,9)
character*! line
character*! nb
character*3 ia
character*2 ha,
'
; cliaracter*5 he
ch^racter^lO hb2
character*9 nyl,ny2,ny3,ny4,ny5,ny6,ny7,ny8
character* 18 namex,nameyl,namey2,namey3,namey4
character*18 namey5,namey6,namey7,namey8
... character* 15 name
T •”
call files(name,namex,nameyl,namey2,namey3,namey4
H-,namey5,namey6,namey7,namey8)
open(5,file=name)
do 100 n = l,1 0 0 0
read(5,104)line
.
-104 form at(al) --V;.
if (line.eq.’X ’) go to 10
100 continue
print* "************* ERROR * ERROR * ERROR ************"
print*," p rih # ,"NO PRINT DATA IN SPICE.OP FILE - USE .PRINT CARD"
print*,"IN SPICE INPUT FILE, THEN RE-RUN AND TRY AGAIN"
print*,
r;.
. ./ /. .
print*,"
— OR —
print*," "
p rin ts " SPICE.OP FILE EXCEEDS 1000 LINE LIMIT"
prints," REDUCE SPICE.OP FILE OR INCREASE LINE LIMIT"
print*," IN LINE 8 OF FORTRAN CODE"
print*," "
stop 1000
c read blank line and make sure it is a p rin t- pot plot
10 read(5,103)nb,nb2
103 formatfalyalO)
if (nb2 .ne. ’
’) go to 13

74

c re-position file to read data headings and check how many
backspace 5
backspace 5
backspace 5
read(5,107)nb,nb2,nc,nyl,ia,ny2,ia,ny3,ia,ny4,ia,ny5,ia,ny6,ia,ny7
+,ia,ny8
107 format(al,al0,a5,a9,a3,a9,a3,a9,a3,a9,a3,a9,a3,a9,a3,a9,a3,a9)
c check for number of print variables
nf—9
if (ny8 .eq. ’
’) n f = 8
if (ny7 .eq. ’
’) n f= 7
if (ny6 .eq. ’
’) n f= 6
if (ny5 .eq. ’
’) n f= 5
if (ny4 .eq. ’
’) n f= 4
if (ny3 .eq. ’
’) n f= 3
if (ny2 .eq. ’
’) n f= 2
c read rest of lines after re-positioning file again
read(5,105)line
read(5,105)line
do HO i = 1,1000
read(5,105)nb,xy(i,l),na,xy(i,2),na,xy(i,3),na,xy(i,4),na,xy(i,5)
+,na,xy(i,6),na,xy(i,7),na,xy(i,8),na,xy(i,9)
105 format(al,el0.3,a4,el0.3,a2,el0.3,a2,el0.3,a2,el0.3,a2,el0.3,a2
+,el0.3,a2,el0.3,a2,el0.3)
if (nb.eq.’Y ’) go to 20
HO continue
print*,************** ERROR * ERROR * ERROR *****:*■******".■.

20

131
130
120

print*," "
print*,"PRINT DATA EXCEEDS PROGRAM LIMITS - INCREASE LIMITS"
print*,""
i= i-l
open(6,file=namex)
open(7,file=nameyl)
do 120 j = l , i
write(6,13l)xy(j,l)
format(el0.4)
write(7,130)xy(j,2)
format(el0.4)
continue
rewind 5

rewind 6
; rewind 7
if (nf .gt. 2) go to 900
7

7

I-'^v;;

■

13 print*,"************* ERROR * ERROR * ERROR ************"
7- p rin t* ,""
:■
print*,"NO .PRINT CARDS IN SPICE OUTPUT FILE "
'77>77 r;x7'7 ' 7 7 print*,"
-O R ^~-"
print*,'’ "
7--v .
'
print*,'PR IN T D A T A MUST PRECEDE PLOT DATA IN SPICE OUTPUT FILE”
print*,"REARRANGE YOUR .PRINT CARDS TO PRECEDE .PLOT CARDS”
print*,"THEN RE-RUN SPICE AND TRY AGAIN. "
print*," ”
::V ' '7
7 :; :
■
go to 77
7 900 if (nf .eq. 3) go to 1002
.
if (nf .eq. 4) go to 1003
if (nf .eq. 5) go to 1004
if (nf .eq. 6) go to 1005
if (nf .eq. 7) go to 1006
if (nf .eq. 8) go to 1007
1008 open(6,file=namey8)
■777 do 805 j==l,i
^ write(6,806)xy(j,9)
800 fbrmat(el0^4)
805 continue : ' ■
7;'.
rewind 6
1007 ppen(6,file=namey7)
do 705 j = l,i
write(6,706)xy(j,8)
706 form at(el0.4)
705 continue
.:rewind:;6^;.'i'
1006 epen(6,file=namey6)
'7Jdo 605 J = L i
7write(6,606)xy(j,7)
606 format(el0.4)
605 continue
rewind 6
1005 open(6,file=namey5)

do 505 j = l , i
write(6,506)xy(j ,6)
506 format(el0.4)
505 continue
rewind 6
1004 open(6,file=namey4)
do 405 j = I,i
write(6,406)xy(j ,5)
406 format(el0.4)
405 continue
rewind 6
1003 open(6 ,file=namey3)
do 305 j = l , i
write(6,306)xy(j ,4)
306 format(el0.4)
305 continue
rewind 6
1002 open(6,file=namey2)
do 205 j = l , i
write(6,206)xy (j ,3)
206 format(el0.4)
205 continue
rewind 6
go to 77
end
C234567

subroutine files(name,namex,nameyl,namey2,namey3,namey4
+,namey5,namey6,namey7,namey8)
character*18 namex,nameyl,namey2,namey3,namey4
character* 18 namey5,namey6,namey7,namey8
character*15 115,name
character*14 114
character*13 113
character* 12 112
character*ll 111
character* 10 HO.
character*9 19
character*8 18
character*7 17

character*6
character *5
character*^
character*3
charaeter*2
character*!

16
15
14
13
12
11

print*,"******************************************** "
print*,".".
print*," ENTER THE NAME OF THE SPICE OUTPUT FILE
print*," THAT SPQ IS TO OPERATE ON."
p rin t* ,""
print*,"******************************************** "
read(5,*)name
ll= n a m e
if (11 .eq. name) go to 401
12=name
if (12 .eq. name) go to 402
I3=nam e
if (13 .eq. name) go to 403
14=name
if (14 .eq. name) go to 404
15=name
if (15 .eq. name) go to 405
I6=nam e
if (16 .eq. name) go to 406
17=name
if (17 .eq. name) go to 407
18=name
if (18 .eq. name) go to 408
I9=mame
if (19 .eq. name) go to 409
110=name
if (110 .eq. name) go to 410
lll= n am ei
if (111 .eq. name) go to 411
112=name
if (112 .eq. name) go to 412
113=name
if (113 .eq. name) go to 413

114=name
if (114 .eq. name) go to 414
U 5=nam e
if (115 .eq. name) go to 415
print*,"file name must be less than 15 characters
stop 15
401 n a m e x = ll//’.x’
n a m e y i= ll//’.y l’
n a m e y 2 = ll//’.y2’
namey 3 = 11/ / ’.y 3’
n a m e y 4 = ll// ’.y4’
hamey 5= 1 1 // ’.y5’
namey6=11 / / ’.y 6’
namey 7 = 11/ / ’.y 7 ’
nam eyS=l l / / ’.y8’
return
402 nam ex= 12//’.x’
n a m e y l= l2 //’.y l’
n a m e y 2 = l2 //’.y2’
n a m e y 3 = l2 //’.y3’
namey4= 1 2 //’.y4 ’
namey 5=12 / / ’.y 5 ’
namey 6=12 / / ’.y 6’
n a m e y 7 = l2 //’.y7’
namey 8=12 / / ’.y 8 ^
return
403 n a m e x = l3 //’.x’
namey I =13 / / ’.y I ’
n a m e y 2 = l3 //’.y2’
namey3 = 1 3 //’.y 3 ’
n a m e y 4 = l3 //’.y4’
namey 5=13 / / ’.y5 ’
namey6= 1 3 //’.y 6 ’
namey7—13/ / ’.y7 ’
nam ey8=13/ / ’.y 8 ’
return
404 n a m e x = l4 //’.x’
namey I = 1 4 // ’.y I ’
nam ey2= 14//’.y2’
n a m e y 3 = l4 //’.y3’

namey4== 14/ / ’.y4’
n a m ey 5 = l4 //’.y5’
namey 6—14/ / \y 6’
namey7= 1 4 //’.y7 ’
n a m ey 8 = l4 //\y 8 ’
return
405 nam ex= 15/ / ’.x’
n a m e y l= l5 //’.y l’
n am ey 2 = l5 //’.y2r
n a m e y 3 = l5 //\y 3 ’
n ^ e y 4 = 1 5 //\y 4 ’
n amey 5=15 / / \y 5’
n am ey 6 = l5 //’.y6’
nam ey7=15//’.y7’
n amey 8=15 / / ’.y 8 ’
return '
406 nam ex= l6 //\x ’
n am ey l= 1 6 //’.y l’
namey2== 16//’,y2’
nam ey3=16//\y3’
n am ey 4 = l6 //\y 4 ’
namey5=16/ / ’.y5 ’
nam ey6=16//’.y6’
n am ey 7 = l6 //’.y7’
namey8= 1 6 //’.y8 ’
return
407 nameX—17// ’.x’
n a m ey l= 1 7 //’.y l’
namey2—17//’.y2’
namey3=17/ / ’.y3’
nam ey4=17//’.y4’
nam ey5=17//’.y5’
nam ey6=17//\y6’
n am ey 7 = l7 //’.y7’
namey 8 = 1 7 //\y8 ’
return
408 nam ex= 18//’,x’
namey I —l8 //’.yI ’
namey2=18/ / ’.y2’
nam ey3=18//’.y3’

409

410

411

412

nam ey4=18//,.y4’
n am ey 5 = l8 //’.y5’
n am ey 6 = l8 //’.y6’
namey?= 1 8 // ’.y7 ’
namey 8=18/ / ’.y 8’
return
n a m e x = l9 //’.x’
n a m e y l= l9 //’.y l’
namey 2=19 / / ’.y2 ’
n am ey 3 = l9 //’.y3’
namey4=19 / / ’.y4 ’
n am e y 5 = l9 //’.y5’
n am e y 6 = l9 //’.y6’
namey 7=19 / / !.y7’
namey8=19 / / ’.y 8’
return
nam ex=110//’.x’
namey 1 = HO// ’.y I ’
namey2=110// ’.y2’
nam ey3=110//’.y3’
n a m ^ ^ = !!© //’^ ’
nam eyS ^lO /Z ’-yS’
nam ey6=110//’.y6’
nam ey7=110//’.y7’
nam ey8=110//’.y8’
return
n a m e x = lll//’.x’
n a m e y l= ll l // ’.y l’
n a m e y 2 = lll//’.y2’
n a m e y 3 = lll//’.y3’
n a m e y 4 = lll//’.y4’
n a m e y 5 = Ill//’.y5’
n a m e y 6 = lll//’.y6’
n a m e y 7 = lll//’.y7’
namey 8—111//’.y8’
return
nam ex=112//’.x’
n am eyl= 112//’.yl*
nam ey2=112//’.y2’
nam ey3=112//’.y3’

nam ey4=112//’.y4’
namey 5 = 112/ / \y 5 ’
nam ey6=112//’.y6’
nam ey7=112//’.y7’
namey 8 = 112 / / ’.y 8 ’
return
413 n a m ex = 1 1 3 //\x ’
n am e y l= 1 1 3 //’.y l’
namey 2 = 113/ / ’.y2 ’
n a m e y 3 = U 3 //’.y3’
nam ey4=113//’.y4’
nam ey5=113//’.y5’
nam ey6=113//’.y6’
nam ey7=113//’.y7’
namey8 = 113/ / ’.y 8 ’
return
414 nam ex= 114//,.x’
n amey 1=114// ’.y l’
nam ey2= 114//\y2’
namey 3 = 114/ / ’.y 3 ’
namey4= I l 4 / / ’.y4’
nam ey5=114//’.y5,
nam ey6=114//,.y6’
namey 7 = 114 / / ’.y 7 ’
n a m e y 8 = Il4 //,.y8,
return
415 nam ex= 115//’.x’
n a m e y l= 1 1 5 //’.y l’
nam ey2=115//,.y2’
nam ey3=115//’.y3’
n a m e y 4 = U 5 //’.y4’
nam ey5=115//’.y5’
nam ey6=115//’.y6’
nam ey7=115//,.y7’
n a m e y 8 = U 5 //’.y8’
return
end

